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Abstract: Today, computer and networking are inseparable. A number of confidential transactions occur every second and today computers are used mostly for transmission rather than processing of data. So Network Security is needed to prevent hacking of data and to provide authenticated data transfer. Network Security can be achieved by Firewall. Conventional firewalls rely on the notions of restricted topology and controlled entry points to function. Restricting the network topology, difficulty in filtering of certain protocols, End-to-End encryption problems and few more problems lead to the evolution of Distributed Firewalls. Distributed firewalls secure the network by protecting critical network endpoints, exactly where hackers want to penetrate. It filters traffic from both the Internet and the internal network because the most destructive and costly hacking attacks still originate from within the organization. They provide virtually unlimited scalability. In addition, they overcome the single point-of-failure problem presented by the perimeter firewall. Distribute firewall solves these problems and protecting critical network endpoints where hackers want to penetrate. In this paper I am dealing with distributed firewall concepts, its evolution, its components, and the policies.
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1. Introduction

Now a day’s no one would think a life without computers and the Internet, they both are become inseparable. Lots of data are getting transferred through it; one can connect any computer in the world to any other computer located apart from each other. This is a great advantage for individual and corporate as well. But in this case, one should need the secure transmission of the data, by the concept of Network Security, which involves the corrective action taken to Ease of Use protect from the viruses, hacking and unauthorized access of the data. Network Security can be achieved by Firewalls.

A Firewall is a collection of components, which are situated between two networks that filters traffic between them by means of some security policies. A Firewall can be an effective means of protecting a local system or network systems from network based security threats while at the same time affording access to the outside world through wide area networks and the Internet. Traditional firewalls are devices often placed on the edge of the network that act as a bouncer allowing only certain types of traffic in and out of the network. Often called perimeter firewalls. They divide the network into two parts- trusted on one side and untrusted on the other. For this reason they depend heavily on the topology of the network. Moreover, firewalls are a mechanism for policy control. Distributed firewalls allow enforcement of security policies on a network without restricting its topology on an inside or outside point of view. Use of a policy language and centralized delegating its semantics to all members of the networks domain support application of firewall technology for organizations, which network devices communicate over insecure channels and still allow a logical separation of hosts in- and outside the trusted domain. Distribute firewall solves these problems and protecting critical network end points where hackers want to penetrate. It filters the traffic from both the internal network and Internet because most destructive and costly hacking attacks still originate within organization.

2. Architecture of Distributed Firewalls

With the concept of distributed firewalls the topological constraints are weakened and a decentralized use of traffic filters as well as components facilitating security requirements as authentication and integrity is favored over one using few special nodes in the overall network. While the security policies are deployed in a decentralized way their management is not, allowing system administrators to set policies from a central host and therefore still fulfill the requirements of efficient system and network administration. The whole distributed firewall system consists of four main parts:

1. The management center: The management center is responsible for the management of all endpoints in the network, security policy constitution and distribution, log file receiving from the host and analysis, intrusion detection and certain measure adoption, and so on.

2. Policy actuator: Policy actuator is installed in each host or gateway to receive the security policy issued by the management center, and to explain, implement the policy. It interprets and runs the security policy program. It is the real program to protect the endpoint host, and it is mainly to realize the function of the traditional firewall. Additionally, it is also to achieve the functions of communicating with the management control center and establishing communication link request for the remote endpoint.
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document. Please do not revise any of the current designations. Other hosts on a small network, especially the internal endpoint, request to establish communication with the internal endpoint. The connectors use certificates to prove the identity of the remote endpoint, while the certificate is sent to the endpoint by the management center through a policy document mode, which can integrate the remote endpoint connectors and the policy actuators. Thus, in one side the communication between the remote endpoint and the local endpoint is convenient, in the other side the remote endpoint can be provided security protects.

4. Log server: The log server is responsible for the collection of the various events occurred in the whole network, such as protocol rule log, user login event logs, user Internet access logs, for audit analysis.

2.1. Components of Distributed Firewalls

A Distributed Firewall is a mechanism to enforce a network domain security policy through the use of the following:

- Policy Language
- Policy Distributed Scheme
- Certificates

Although the conventional firewalls usually use the network components like IP address as a unique identifier.

2.1.1. Policy Language

The Policy language is used to create policies for each firewall. These policies are the collection of rules, which guides the firewall for evaluating the network traffic. It also defines which inbound and outbound connections on any component of the network policy domain are allowed.

2.1.2. Policy Distribution Scheme

The policy distribution scheme should guarantee the integrity of the policy during transfer. This policy is consulted before processing the incoming or outgoing messages. The distribution of the policy can be different and varies with the implementation. It can be either directly pushed to end systems, or pulled when necessary, or it may even be provided to the users in the form of credentials that they use when they try to communicate with the hosts. Policies are distributed according to one of the following distribution scheme:

- Policies as well as credentials can be pushed to every single end point in the policy domain.
- Policies and credentials can be pulled from a trusted repository during initialization.
- Policies are pulled during initialization of the policy verifier whereas credentials for authentication mechanisms remain on a trusted repository and are requested whenever communication traffic is reaching a node from a yet unknown host.

2.1.3 Certificates

There may be the chance of using IP address for the host identification by the distributed firewalls. But a mechanism of security is more important. It is preferred to use certificate to identify hosts. IPSec provides cryptographic certificates. Unlike IP address, which can be easily spoofed, the digital certificate is much more secure and the authentication of the certificate is not easily forged. Policies are distributed by means of these certificates. In implementation of distributed firewall technology, policy languages are translated into some internal format by a compiler. This policy file is distributed to all the protected hosts by the system management software. A mechanism applies the security policy to incoming packets or connections and the incoming packet accepted or rejected by each host according to policy and the cryptographically verified identity of each sender (Ioannidis). Different variations may exist in implementation of distributed firewall technology. These variations are called as hybrid firewall, which is a combination of traditional firewall and distributed firewall.

3. Advantages of Using Distributed Firewalls

This is the most important advantage of distributed firewalls because they can protect hosts that are not within a topology boundary. Since network security is no more dependants on network topology, it provides more flexibility in defining the security perimeter. Security perimeter can easily be extended to cover remote hosts and networks whenever required.

- Opposing to conventional firewalls, network security is no longer dependent on the single firewall so that the problems like performance Equations bottleneck and traffic congestion are resolved. Besides the load on the conventional firewall is reduced since a large amount of filtering is performed at the end hosts.
- Filtering of protocols like FTP are not easy for conventional firewall, on the other hand it is much easier for distributed firewalls since all of the required information is available at the decision point, which is the end host in general.
- In conventional firewalls there is an assumption that insiders are trustable. However this assumption is the source of several problems. With the distributed firewall architecture, the insiders are no longer trustable. Dividing network into parts having different security levels is much easier with distributed firewalls.
- Security policy rules are distributed and established on an as needed basis. Only the host that needs to communicate with the external network should determine the relevant policy.

4. Disadvantages of Distributed Firewalls

Compliance of the security policy for insiders is one of the major issues of the distributed firewalls. This problem especially occurs when each ending host have the right of changing security policy. There can be some techniques to make modifying policies harder but it is not totally impossible to prevent it. It is not so easy to implement an intrusion detection system in a distributed firewall environment.

5. Related Work

Ongoing development and research in the field of firewall technology have shown a continuous addition of features and services to conventional firewall systems as well as applying the concept of distributed firewalls form the
bottom up in new products. The problem of distributed logging of potentially attacking activity under a central examining mechanism has been addressed by some of the products, and allows for proper response decisions using intrusion detection system.

5.1. Reference Implementations

In accordance with the concept of distributed firewalls introduces in [2], a reference implementation using IPSec, the Key Note Policy language and addition to the Open BSD. Using Key Note and IPSec allows control of mixed-level policies whereas authentication mechanisms may be applied through the use of public key cryptography but can be based on conventional network address authentication in the absence of it.

5.2. Commercial Products

Employing host-based firewall system in its Cyber Wall PLUS firewall product, Network-1 Security Solutions with a firewall solution which can be classified as a hybrid model of distributed firewalls. In addition to the products like virtual private network and policy distribution schemes implementations F-Secure provides a distributed firewall which meets in a combination with other tools available addition to the mixed level policy enforcement, multiple protocols are supported, as well as the processing of audit logs either locally or on a central host.

6. Conclusion

We have discussed the concept of a distributed firewall. Under this scheme, network security policy specification remains under the control of the network administrator. Its enforcement, however, is left up to the hosts in the protected network. Security policy is specified using KeyNote policies and credentials, and is distributed (through IPSec, a web server, a directory-like mechanism, or some other protocol) to the users and hosts in the network. Since enforcement occurs at the endpoints, various shortcomings of traditional firewalls are overcome. Security is no longer dependent on restricting the network topology. This allows considerable flexibility in defining the “security perimeter,” which can easily be extended to safely include remote hosts and networks (e.g., telecommuters, extranets). Since we no longer solely depend on a single firewall for protection, we eliminate a performance bottleneck. Alternately, the burden placed on the traditional firewall is lessened significantly, since it delegates a lot of the filtering to the end hosts. Filtering of certain protocols (e.g., FTP) which was difficult when done on a traditional firewall, becomes significantly easier, since all the relevant information is present at the decision point, i.e., the end host.

The number of outside connections the protected network is no longer a cause for administration nightmares. Adding or removing links has no impact on the security of the network. “Backdoor” connections set up by users, either intentionally or inadvertently, also do not create windows of vulnerability.

7. Future Scope

The update mechanism has the following characteristics that, new policy is formed and appended at the initiation of the existing policy. New updated policy is created without almost any similar rules. After the firewall updating and new configuration, the proposed implemented firewall has the distinctiveness that the firewall policies rules are based on the defined and develop rules’ manage the firewall to be utilized. For accuracy in detection and removing possible misconfiguration from the updated policy, it seems rectification algorithms, which determine potential errors, and also investigation in redundancy and shadowing is required.
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